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MICROFILMED
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The Linda Boyd Lawhon Genealogical Collection consists of files compiled by Linda Boyd Lawhon in the course of doing genealogical research for her own family lines and for others. The collection contains 18 cubic feet of materials and is organized alphabetically by surname or topic. The collection retains the order established by professional genealogists Jeri J. Steele and William (Bill) B. Dow, Jr., who inventoried and arranged the collection after Linda Lawhon’s death.

Key surnames included in the research are Alnutt, Boyd, Carrmuth, Conway, Dickinson, Douglas, Downman, Dykes, Ellis, Gosnell, Hale, Haynes, Huggins, Lawhon, Mitchell, McCall, McCown, Murray, Nichols, O’Dell, Roseberry, Stephens, Towson, and Witherspoon. Lawhon included photographs, genealogical charts, birth and death certificates, Bible records, census records, wills, tax lists, obituaries, correspondence, and hand-written notes in her research. The collection includes research on families from all over the United States as well as the United Kingdom, but some of the chief areas of interest include Tennessee, Virginia, Kentucky, and North Carolina, as well as Texas, Missouri, Pennsylvania, and Illinois.

The inventory done by Steele and Dow is indexed on a compact disc in .xls (Microsoft Excel) and .PDF (Adobe Acrobat) format; this disc is located in Box 1, Folder 1. The folder also includes a printed copy of all surnames mentioned and their box location. Note that more surnames are listed in the printed materials than in the Excel spreadsheet. All related photographs are located at the end of each box.

The Linda Boyd Lawhon Genealogical Collection was a gift from Dwain Lawhon, Richardson, Texas. There are no restrictions on the use of the collection.
CONTAINER LIST

Box 1
1. Index & CD
2. Baker
3. Bernard
4. Bernard-2
5. Billingsly
6. Birckhead
7. Blankenship, I
8. Blankenship Envelope from John Dahl, June 1986
9. Blankenship, Sylvester
11. Blankenship 2 ---- Miscellaneous
12. Buck (Gaither-Kitten)
13. Unbound Info # 2 (Conway family info)
14. Unbound Info # 2 (Conway family correspondence)
15. Unbound Info # 2 (Welsh Conway line info)
16. Unbound Info # 2 (Conway family reunion)
17. Unbound Info # 2 (John Conway, 1702)
18. Unbound Info # 2 (Conway family genealogy)
19. Unbound Info # 2 (Conway)
20. Conway #1
21. Conway, Dennis
22. Conway, John
23. Conway, Thomas
24. Conway, Susannah (Crosby)
25. Conway, Peter & Henry (of Thomas)
26. Conway, Henry’s children
27. Conway, Nancy & John Sevier
28. Conway, James & Joseph (of Thomas)
29. Conway, Dennis
30. Conway, Winfred, Lazarus, Chris, Miscellaneous
31. Conway-Miscellaneous I
32. Fauquier County, VA
33. Conway Deeds
34. Conway Letters
35. Conway–Miscellaneous II
36. Conway
37. Cloud
38. Crosby
39. Dickenson
40. Dickenson
41. Dickenson
42. Dickenson II (Misc. & Cardine County, VA)
**Box 1 (cont’d)**

42. Dickenson II (Hanover County, VA, James City, County, King William County)
43. Dickenson II (Newkent County, VA, Prince Edward, York County, VA)
44. Dickenson II (Essex County, VA, Richmond County, VA)
45. Dickenson II
46. Dickenson
47. Conway Photographs

**Box 2**

1. Goad
2. Allnutt-Additional Allnutt data
3. Allnutt-Report
4. Allnutt-Miscellaneous
5. Allnutt-Dawson and others
6. Allnutt
7. Allnutt-Sources
8. Allnutt-Marriages
9. Allnutt-Charts
10. Allnutt-Correspondence
11. Allnutt-Miscellaneous
12. Duff
13. Garland
14. Fox
15. Leach-Report
16. Leach
17. Thomas (Leach)
18. Leach
19. Unbound Info # 2
20. Unbound Info-John Leach Descendants
21. Unbound Info-Stephens
22. Stephens Photos
23. Stephens Notebook #1-Front Pocket
24. Stephens Notebook #1-Stephens
25. Stephens Notebook #1-Bible Records
26. Stephens Notebook #1-Court Records
27. Stephens Notebook #1-Marriage
28. Stephens Notebook #1-Census
29. Stephens Notebook #1-Cemetery
30. Stephens Notebook #1-Letters
31. Stephens Notebook #1-Pictures
32. Stephens Notebook #1-Military
33. Stephens Notebook #1-Missouri
34. Stephens Notebook #1-Tennessee
35. Stephens Notebook #1-North Carolina
36. Stephens Notebook #1-Correspondence
Box 2 (cont’d)
37. Stephens Notebook #1-Job Benton
38. Stephens Notebook #1-Back Pocket
39. Stephens Notebook #2-Sanford Estridge Stephens
40. Stephens Notebook #2-Daniel
41. Stephens Notebook #2-Ewen
42. Stephens Notebook #2-Fox
43. Stephens Notebook #2-Off field
44. Stephens Notebook #2-Stephens
45. Unbound Info-Jennie Stephens
46. Stephens
47. Todd Smith Notebook #1-Evan Smith
48. Courtney
49. Feemster
50. Feemster/Courtney
51. Hill
52. Muller
53. Niblack (Niplock-Niblick)
54. Smith (Pourton) Sources
55. Smith of Purton Notes
56. Smith/Lee
57. Smith/Lythe
58. Smith 2
59. Other Smith Reports
60. NC & VA-Miscellaneous
61. Moore Photos

Box 3
1. Talbott
2. Talbott Notebook #1 (Descendants of Richard & Elizabeth Ewen Talbott)
3. Talbott Notebook #1 (Descendants of Richard & Elizabeth Ewen Talbott)
4. Thomas
5. Unseld
6. Mauzey
7. Untitled
8. Untitled
9. Winkler
10. Unbound Info #2-Thomas Boyd Sr.
11. Unbound Info #2-William Jasper Boyd
12. Unbound Info #2-Boyd Research
13. Unbound Info #2-Boyd Research (Folder 2)
14. Unbound Info #2-Boyd Research (Folder 3)
15. Unbound Info #2-Boyd Research (Folder 4)
16. Unbound Info #2-Boyd Research (Folder 5)
17. Unbound Info #2-Boyd Research (Folder 6)
18. Unbound Info-Linda Elizabeth Boyd (Folder 2)
Box 3 (cont’d)
19. Unbound Info-Linda Elizabeth Boyd (Folder 3)
21. Unbound Info-William Taylor Boyd
22. Unbound Info-Quintus Curtis Boyd
23. Unbound Info-Robert Boyd
24. Unbound Info-Robert Alex Boyd
25. Unbound Info-Walter Boyd
26. Unbound Info-William Q. Boyd (Folder 2)
27. Boyd Notebook #2-Robert Boyd
28. Boyd Notebook #2-William Boyd son of Alexander
29. Boyd Notebook #2-Levi Boyd
30. Boyd Notebook #2-Ebeneezer Boyd
31. Boyd Notebook #2-Thomas Boyd
32. Boyd Notebook #2-John Boyd
33. Boyd Notebook #2-Joseph Boyd
34. Boyd Notebook #2-Thomas Boyd
35. Boyd Notebook #2-Back Pocket
36. Unbound Info-William Q. Boyd
37. Unbound Info-William Q. Boyd Photos
38. Unbound Info-Dean Road-Summer 2002 Vol. 15: Issue 57
39. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Linda Elizabeth Boyd/Dewain Dee Lawhon
40. Boyd Notebook #2 (John, Moses, Joseph, Rufus E. Long)
41. Boyd Notebook #2 (John, Moses, Joseph, Moses Boyd)
42. Boyd Notebook #2 (John, Moses, Joseph, Moses Boyd)
43. Boyd Notebook #1-Land
44. Unbound Info-Linda Elizabeth Boyd
45. Boyd Notebook #1-Court
46. Unbound Info-James Carl Boyd
47. Unbound Info-Boyd Bible
48. Unbound Info-Anna or Elizabeth Boyd
49. Unbound Info-Brenda Lee Boyd
50. Unbound Info-Boyd, Cara Alice Billingsley
51. Unbound Info-Boyd, Elizabeth Parman
52. Unbound Info-Ida V. Boyd
53. Boyd Notebook (Jones, Johnston Correspondence)
55. John Boyd
56. Moses Boyd
57. Aaron Boyd
58. Miscellaneous Boyd Obituaries
59. Robert Boyd Sr.
60. William Boyd of Robert Sr.
61. Boyd-From Burkun, Raymond
62. Scrapbook
Box 4
1. Untitled
2. Untitled
3. William Jasper Boyd
4. Thomas Boyd of William
5. William Boyd-Cherokee County, Texas
6. Robert Boyd-Margaret Tabitha Witherspoon
7. Howard Jones-Robert Boyd
8. Robert Boyd-3rd Greek
9. Boyd, Ed
10. Boyd-Related
11. Untitled
12. Arkansas-Boyd
13. Boyd-Kentucky
14. Boyd-Missouri
15. Church Records (Boyd)
16. Missouri-Court
17. Missouri-Census
18. Missouri-Newton County-Boyd Deeds
19. Deeds Stuff
20. Missouri-Newton County-Boyd-Estate
21. Missouri Maps
22. Marriage Records-Boyd
23. Missouri Cemetery-Boyd
24. Missouri Tax
25. Boyd-North Carolina
26. North Carolina-Census
27. North Carolina
28. Maps-Burke-Iredell-Alexander, North Carolina
29. Boyd-Pennsylvania
30. Pennsylvania
31. Tennessee
32. Tennessee Maps
33. Tennessee-Rutherford County Deeds
34. Boyd-Tennessee
35. Tennessee to Missouri
36. Boyd-Virginia
37. Boyd-Civil War
38. War of 1812
39. Revolutionary War
40. County Histories
41. Miscellaneous
42. Boyd-Marriages
Box 4 (cont’d)
43. Boyd-Obituaries
44. Boyd-Related
45. Boyd
46. William Boyd
47. Boyd-Scotland
48. Miscellaneous
49. Letters-re: Family Members
50. Miller Correspondence
51. Robert Boyd
52. Josiah Boyd
53. Bible-Josiah Boyd of Family
54. Thomas Boyd
55. Boyd-Sources-Documents
56. Boyd-From Margaret Lutz of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
57. Caldwell Family-By Dale Caldwell of Kirkville, Missouri

Box 5
1. Brockenbrough-Fauntleroy
2. Burnett
3. Glasscock
4. Self/Hammet
5. Tarpley
6. Washington
7. White
8. Miscellaneous-Virginia Cousins
9. Miscellaneous
10. Matthews-Miscellaneous-Notebook #1-Miscellaneous; Samuel; Hinton: John; Frances
11. Matthews-Miscellaneous-Notebook #2-Baldwin; Philip
12. Matthews Notebook #2
13. Matthews Notebook #4
14. Matthews Notebook #1-Miscellaneous
15. Matthews Notebook #3
16. York County, Virginia Project (Jamestown-Matthews)
17. Martin
18. Matthews
19. Matthews-Source
20. Matthews (Jamestown)
21. Matthews (Jamestown)
22. Baldwin
23. Unbound Info #2-Baldwin-Cadwallader Jones-Adam Crump
24. Cooper
25. Bigges
26. Jennings
27. Sterling Price Martin
**Box 5 (cont’d)**

28. Martin
29. Untitled
30. Martin
31. Untitled
32. Untitled
33. Untitled
34. Merrill
35. Offutt
36. Offutt, James
37. Downman (Offutt)
38. Downman-Notebook #1
39. Downman-Notebook #2
40. Downman Notebook #3-Miscellaneous Family Groups
41. Downman Notebook #4-Email
42. Oldham
43. Unbound Info
44. John Rodgers
45. Mathew Rogers
46. Routt
47. Untitled
48. Pittsburgh County, Okalahoma-Miscellaneous
49. Astrology-Miscellaneous

**Box 6**

1. Dykes
2. Doak-Dykes
3. Colateral’s & Neighbors
4. Dyche
5. Georgia Dykes
6. Dykes Notebook #1
7. Dykes Notebook #2
8. Dick/Dykes-Scotland/England
9. Dykes Notebook #3
10. Dykes Letters #2
11. Dykes Letters #3
12. Dykes Letters #1
13. Dykes Letters #4
14. Dykes Letters #5
15. Miscellaneous Dykes
16. Dykes by Evelyn Elaine Rowland
17. Dykes
18. Isham & Prudence C. Dykes
19. Martin Dykes
20. James Dykes & Polly
Box 6 (cont’d)
21. John & Susannah R. Dykes
22. Dykes (Unbound) #1
23. William & Jennie G. Dykes
24. Dykes (Unbound) Land
25. Dykes & Lansford-Miscellaneous 1
26. Dykes-Miscellaneous #3
27. Dykes Documents
28. William & Susannah Dykes
29. Dykes Photos
30. Unbound Info-Dykes land maps & info
31. Unbound Info-Dikes/Dykes/Dawks
32. Unbound Info-Dykes/Gillum/Gillam
33. Bogle
34. Bryson
35. Dennis King & Others
36. Holladay
37. Love
38. Meade/Long
39. Ross
40. McCall
41. McCall-Miscellaneous-In McCall Notebook
42. McCall-Rosemary Letters
43. Sloan Robertson (McCall Notebook)
44. McCall/Woods
45. McCall Notebook #1
46. McCall Notebook-Section 2-Hood/Section 3-Athey
47. McCall Notebook-Section 4-John McCall
48. McCall Notebook-Section 5-John McCall
49. McCall Notebook-Section 6-Nelson D. McCall
50. McCall Notebook-Section 7-Eliza Jane McCall
51. McCall Notebook-Section 8-Mitchell D. McCall
52. McCall Notebook-Section 9-MDL McCall
53. McCall Notebook-Section 10-Nancy J. McCall/Section 11-James F. McCall/Section 12-Sarah McCall Overstreet
54. McCall Notebook-Section 13-William P. McCall
55. McCall Notebook-Section 14-Duncan McCall
56. McCall Notebook-Miscellaneous McCall
57. McCall Notebook-Section 16-James Rohver
58. McCall Notebook-Back Folder-Fern McCall Papers
59. John Leach
60. Elizabeth Jane McCall
61. M. David L. McCall
62. Spurlock
63. Usry
Box 7
1. McCown
2. McCown Notebook-Section 1-McCown
3. McCown Notebook-Front Folder
4. McCown Notebook-Section 2-Alex McCown I
5. McCown Notebook-Section 3-George McCown
6. McCown Notebook-Section 4-Alex McCown II
7. McCown Notebook-Section 5-[Blank] Jean/Section 6-[Blank] John/Section James S/O Alex II
8. McCown Notebook-Section 8-George [Blank]/Section 9-Mary Ann
9. McCown Notebook-Section 10-Alex III
10. McCown Notebook-Section 11-Joseph S/O Alex II
11. McCown Notebook-Nichols
12. McCown Notebook-Section 11-Mary Eliz [Blank]/Section 12-Joshua W. S/O Alex II
13. McCown Notebook-Section 13-Lewis McCown
14. McCown Notebook-Section 14-Burr H. S/O Alex II
15. McCown Notebook-Section 15-Miscellaneous McCown
16. McCown Notebook-Section 16-James Patton McCown
17. McCown
18. Me Notebook-Loose Obituaries
19. MCall-Roseberry Photos
20. Miscellaneous Native America
21. Nichols Notebook #2 (Nicholas Folder 2)
22. Nichols Notebook #1-Richard Evans
23. Nichols Notebook #1-James Dupree
25. Nichols Notebook #1-B. A. Watson
26. Nichols Notebook #1-Harrison Nichols
27. Nichols Notebook #1-Andrew W. Hunt
28. Nichols Notebook #1-George Seawright
29. Nichols Notebook-William J. Bateman
30. Nichols Notebook #1-James McAlister “Black Hawk”
31. Nichols Notebook #1-George Seawright Nichols
32. Nichols Notebook #1-James R. Cliffe
33. Nichols Notebook #1-NC Stout Marriages
34. Nichols Notebook #1-Archibald Lytle
35. Nichols Notebook #1-Stout
36. Nichols Notebook #2-George S. Nichols
37. Nichols Notebook #1-Mary Nichols Britt
38. Nichols Notebook #1-John Nichols
40. Lawhon Letters
41. Lawhon Letters
42. Lawhon Letters
**Box 7 (cont’d)**

43. Unbound Info-Lawhon Family Line-North Carolina
44. Lawhon (Nettie, Thomas, Joel, David, Joseph, TX, Miscellaneous)
45. Unbound Info-Langhorne & Allied Lines/Lawhon Family Line
46. Lawhon
47. Lawhon Letters
48. Lawhon (Charley, Rebecca, Pleasant)
49. Lawhon-Miscellaneous Families
50. Unbound Info #2-J. W. Lawhon
51. Unbound Info #2-Lawhon-Linda’s Possession Distribution
52. Unbound Info #2-Douglas William
53. Unbound Info-Mary Almeda Lawhon
54. Lawhon-Virginia & North Carolina Axium
55. Lawhon-Arkansas, Georgia, North Carolina, Wales, Scotland)
56. Lawhon-Caswell, Joseph
57. Lawhon
58. Lawhon
59. Lawhon
60. Lawhon-Boyd Marriages
61. Untitled
62. Lawhon, Cass
63. Lawhon, Pleasant K.
64. Untitled
65. Lawhon, Dee Lamar
66. Untitled
67. Lawhon, Tom
68. Untitled
69. Nicholas Photos

**Box 8**

1. Douglas (Offutt & Hale)
2. Douglas Peerage Notebook #1
3. Douglas Notebook #1
4. Douglas Peerage Notebook #2
5. Douglas Notebook #2
6. Douglas Notebook #3
7. Collateral Notebook (Miscellaneous)
8. Collateral Notebook (Ball-Washington)
9. Collateral Notebook (Miscellaneous B-C)
10. Collateral Notebook (Miscellaneous N-Z)
11. Unbound Info #2-Roseberry
12. Unbound Info-Diary of Amanda Lillian Roseberry Andrews
13. Roseberry 1
14. Roseberry 2
15. Roseberry 3
Box 8 (cont’d)
16. Roseberry 4
17. Roseberry Notebook #1
18. Roseberry Notebook #2
19. Roseberry Notebook
20. Lanford Report
21. Landford I
22. Landford
23. Townsend/Lankford
24. Lankford 2
25. Lankford 3
26. Roseberry Letters
27. Roseberry Family Records
28. Roseberry Notebook II

Box 9
1. Galan Notebook-Austin, Offutt, Magruder
2. Unbound Info-Haynes
3. Huggins/Haynes Report
4. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Front Pocket
5. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Carruth
6. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Haynes
7. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Hannah H. Brown
8. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Joseph Haynes
9. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Mary Haynes
10. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins-Sarah H. Garrison
11. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-John Haynes
12. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-James Haynes
13. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Richard Haines
14. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Holmes
15. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Huggins
16. Haynes/Carrmuth/Huggins Notebook #1-Wilson
17. Hawkins Notebook
18. Hamblin
19. Powell #1
20. Powell Notebook #2
21. Travers #1-Miscellaneous & Rawleigh
22. Travers Notebook #2-Stephens, Cole, John, Rawleigh II, Giles
23. Travers Notebook #3-William, Elizabeth Wormely, Miscellaneous
24. Travers Notebook #4-Miscellaneous & Williams
25. Yorktown Virginia Excavation
26. Mears Notebook #1
27. Eltonhead
28. Unbound Info-Mears Family, Thomas Mears
29. Unbound Info-Nicholas Martiau
Box 9 (cont’d)
30. Unbound Info-Nicholas Martiau-Folder 2
31. Unbound Info-Nicholas Martiau-Folder 3
32. Unbound Info-Nicholas Martiau-Folder 4
33. Unbound Info-Nicholas Martiau-Folder 5
34. Martiau Descendants Association
35. Martiau/Reade #1
36. Nicholas Martiau
37. Martineau Notebook #2-Miscellaneous
38. Reade-Martineau Notebook #3
39. Martineau Notebook #4
40. Martineau Notebook #5

Box 10
1. Hale
2. Hale-Heale-Ellzey
3. Hale Family Tables by Denzil Mauldin
4. Hale Correspondence
5. Hale Correspondence
6. Heale-Reade-Ball Correspondence
7. Hale Notebook #1
8. Hale Notebook #2-Nicholas, Mary Hale King Merryman
9. Hale Notebook #3
10. Hale Notebook #4-William Heale, Betty Heale King
11. Hale Notebook #5-William Hale of George, Mary Heale Love, Pricilla Hale Calmes
12. Hale Notebook #6-Sarah Hale Neilson, Mildred, Smith Hales, Elizabeth Heale Euell, Josesh of George
13. Hale Notebook #7-Jane Hale Bronough, Histories, Marriages, Tax Lists, Census, Wills
14. Hale Notebook #8-Military, Miscellaneous, Correspondence
15. Hale Notebook #9-Simpson Envelope
16. Unbound Info #2-Hale Family (Virginia)
17. Unbound Info-Laure Evelyn Hale
18. Unbound Info-Hale, Philip & Catherine
19. Unbound Info-Hale (Folder 1)
20. Unbound Info-Hale (Folder 2)
21. Hugh Hale Notebook #1-Hugh Sr., James
22. Hugh Hale Notebook #2-Philip P. Hale
23. Hugh Hale Notebook #3-Catherine, Eliza June Hale Cawer, William Lemuel J., Sarah Hale Meck, Laura Hale Gasneil
24. Hale Pictures
25. Philip Hale Notebook #7-Photos of Elizabeth Hale Keith
26. Hugh Hale Photos
27. Philip Hale Notebook #4-Joseph, Elizabeth Hale Keith
28. Philip Hale Notebook #5-Phillip S. Hale, Thomas L. Hale
Box 10 (cont’d)
29. Philip Hale Notebook #6-Patrick H. Hale, Catherine Hale Scruggs
30. Hale/Sevier Notebook #1
31. Heale Notebook #2
32. Heale Miscellaneous
33. Philip Hale Notebook #1-Philip Hale
34. Philip Hale Notebook #2-George Hale
35. Philip Hale Notebook #3-Sarah Hale Neilson, Hugh D. Hale
36. Ball-Heale-Chinn
37. Untitled
38. John Sevier-Valentine Sevier
39. Unbound Info-Hale Pictures
40. Driver (Nathan, Noah, Ozius, Henry) F. Marion Willmouth
41. Driver (North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee)
42. Graves-Hawkins
43. England-Rector
44. Pictures-Unbound Info, Hale Pictures
45. Photo-Unbound Info (Hale Folder 2)

Box 11
1. Corderoy
2. Ewen-1
3. Lawrence
4. Trammell
5. Bostick
6. Clary Notebook
7. Miscellaneous Correspondence
8. Clary (Wilmouth) #1
9. Henry
10. Clary #2
11. Hodge
12. O’Dell Notebook #1
13. O’Dell
14. O’Dell (related to Gosnell)
15. O’Dell Notebook #1 (Folder 2)
16. O’Dell Notebook #1 (Folder 3)
17. O’Dell Notebook #1 (Folder 4)
18. O’Dell Notebook #1 (Folder 5)
19. O’Dell Notebook #1 (Folder 6)
20. O’Dell Notebook #1 (Folder 7)
21. Ward Notebook #1-John Ward
22. Ward
23. Ward
24. Witherspoon, et al
25. Witherspoon Reports
26. Witherspoon Notebook #1-John I & II
**Box 11 (cont’d)**

27. Witherspoon Notebook #2-Harrison  
28. Witherspoon Notebook #3-Samuel Witherspoon  
29. Witherspoon Notebook #4-Miscellaneous & emails  
30. Witherspoon Notebook #5-Miscellaneous & letters  
31. Witherspoon Notebook #6-Alexander  
32. Witherspoon Notebook #7-John Witherspoon & Polly McKnight  
33. Witherspoon Notebook #8-Joseph Witherspoon  
34. Witherspoon Notebook #9-William Winfrey Witherspoon  
35. Witherspoon Notebook #10-Winfrey Bond & James H. Boyd  
36. Witherspoon Notebook #12-Thomas Witherspoon & Robert Boyd  
37. Witherspoon Notebook #13-Matthew McElroy & Alex D. Witherspoon  
38. Witherspoon Notebook #14-Starrett, Boyd & Research  
39. Unbound Info-Witherspoon  
40. Unbound Info-Witherspoon documents  
41. Unbound Info-Witherspoon Coat of Arms  
42. Unbound Info-Alexander Witherspoon  
43. Unbound Info-Joseph Witherspoon  
44. Woods Notebook #1  
45. Woods Notebook #2  
46. Woods Notebook #3  
47. Photo-Tintype  
48. Woods  
50. Unbound Info #2-Oliver Woods  
51. Unbound Info-Oliver Woods  
52. Unbound Info-Woods/McCall  
54. Merryman/Merriman  
55. Ed Merryman Letters #1  
56. Unbound Info-Joseph E. Clary  
57. Woods Photos  
58. Photo Unbound Info-Joseph E. Clary  
59. Unbound Info-Withers Photos

**Box 12**

1. Ellis  
2. Ellis Notebook #1-Ellis Cousins Newsletters  
3. Ellis Notebook #1-Newsletters (Folder 2)  
4. Ellis Notebook #2-Newsletters (Folder 3)  
5. Ellis Notebook #1-Newsletters (Folder 4)  
6. Ellis Notebook #1-Newsletters (Folder 5)  
7. Ellis Notebook #1-Newsletters (Folder 6)  
8. Ellis Notebook #1-Newsletters (Folder 7)  
9. Ellis Notebook #1-Newsletters (Folder 8)
Box 12 (cont’d)
10. Unbound Info-Martha Heineman
11. Murray Notebook #1
12. Murray Notebook #1-James Murray
13. Murray Notebook #1-James Children
14. Murray Notebook #1-Morgan Murray
15. Murray Notebook #1-Thomas Murray
16. Murray Notebook #1-Thomas I. Children
17. Murray Notebook #1-Thomas Murray II
18. Murray Notebook #1-Joshua Murray
19. Murray Notebook #1-Anna
20. Murray Notebook #1-Jonathan
21. Murray Notebook #1-Louisa
22. Murray Notebook #1-Rachel
23. Murray Notebook #1-Delilah
24. Murray Notebook #1-Mary
25. Murray Notebook #1-Andrew J.
26. Murray Notebook #1-Daniel B.
27. Murray Notebook #1-Elizabeth
28. Murray Notebook #1-Vicinnderille
29. Murray Notebook #1-Martha
30. Murray Notebook #1-Jonathan 1795
31. Murray Notebook #1-Thomas C. Murray
32. Murray Notebook #1-Shadrock
33. Murray Notebook #1-Christopher
34. Murray Notebook #1-Absalom
35. Murray Notebook #1-Notes
36. Murray Notebook #1-Marriages
37. Murray Notebook #1-Census
38. Murray Notebook #1-Stuff
39. Murray Notebook #1-Back folder pocket
40. Murray Notebook #2-Front Pocket
41. Murray Notebook #2-Joshua Murray
42. Murray Notebook #2-Descendants of Thomas Murray
43. Murray Notebook #2-Descendants of Thomas Murray Jr.
44. Murray Notebook #2-Descendants of Joshua Murray
45. Murray Notebook #2-Descendants of Thomas Murray
46. Untitled
47. Millie Ellen Wilmoth
48. Wilmoth Notebook #1-Driver & Cooper
49. Wilmoth Notebook #2-Driver & Cooper
50. Wilmoth Notebook #3-Driver & Cooper
51. Wilmoth Notebook #4-Driver & Cooper
52. Wilmoth Notebook #5-Driver & Cooper
53. Wilmoth-Miscellaneous
54. Chiswell-Miscellaneous Families
Box 12 (cont’d)
55. Holland-Miscellaneous Families (Kemp & Madison)
56. Miscellaneous Families (Coleman, Flickin, Madison)
57. Goodloe
58. Dawson-Miscellaneous Families
59. Brown-Unbound
60. Chinn’s Ordinary
61. Miscellaneous Families (Love, Newton, Odell, Ridgeley)
62. Tate (Warren, Maples, Harper)
63. Handwritten Pedigree Charts
64. Steve Thomas-Miscellaneous Families
65. Walter
66. Walker #1
67. Unbound Info-Burton Photo
68. Unbound Info-Photos-Sam Criswell

Box 13
1. Gosnell Newsletter #1
2. Gosnell Newsletter #2
3. Unbound Info-Kathryn T. Gosnell
4. Unbound Info-Marvyn A. Gosnell
5. Gosnell Notebook #1-Gosnell
6. Gosnell Notebook #1-Alexander Witherspoon II
7. Gosnell Notebook #1-Lindy Boyd-Ancestor Chart
8. Gosnell Notebook #1-William Gosnell
9. Gosnell Notebook #1-William Gosnell II
10. Gosnell Notebook #1-John Gosnell
11. Gosnell Notebook #1-Zebediah Gosnell
12. Gosnell Notebook #1-Maurice Gosnell
13. Gosnell Notebook #1-Hannah Gosnell
14. Gosnell Notebook #1-Peter Gosnell I
15. Gosnell Notebook #1-William (Son of Peter)
16. Gosnell Notebook #1-Philip Gosnell
17. Gosnell Notebook #1-Jesse Gosnell
18. Gosnell Notebook #1-Lemuel Ward
19. Gosnell Notebook #1-Thomas Towson Gosnell
20. Gosnell Notebook #1-Descendants of Lemuel Ward Gosnell
21. Gosnell Notebook #1-Clara Douglas Gosnell
22. Gosnell Notebook #1-James Lawrence Buck Gosnell
23. Gosnell Notebook #1-Matthew Towson Gosnell
24. Gosnell Notebook #1-Frances Marian Gosnell
25. Gosnell Notebook #1-Elizabeth Mary Gosnell
26. Gosnell Notebook #1-Talbott Gosnell
27. Gosnell Notebook #1-Philip Henry Gosnell
28. Gosnell Notebook #1-June Adele Gosnell Freed
29. Gosnell
Box 13 (cont’d)
30. Gosnell
31. Gosnell
32. Gosnell-Unbound
33. Gosnell-Land
34. Unbound Info-Mary Elizabeth (Bettie) Gosnell Hill
35. Gosnell Photos-Copies
36. Mississippi County, Arkansas-Land-Gosnell
37. Gosnell
38. Strong-Gosnell
39. Gosnell
40. Notebook-Minor, Doodes, Montague, Weeks
41. Notebook-Minor, Doodes, Montague, Weeks
42. Unbound Info-Thomas T. Gosnell
43. Unbound Info-L.W. Gosnell
44. Unbound Info-Photo-Thomas T. Gosnell
45. Unbound Info-Photo-L. W. Gosnell

Box 14
1. Unbound Info-Solomon Mitchell
2. Unbound Info-Miscellaneous Mitchell
3. Unbound Info-Mitchell Family Tree
5. Unbound Info-Mitchell Family of Southeast Virginia
6. Mitchell Notebook #1-Mitchell
7. Mitchell Notebook #1-Histories
8. Mitchell Notebook #1-Henry
9. Mitchell Notebook #1-Lewis B. Mitchell
10. Mitchell Notebook #1-Greenberry Mitchell
11. Mitchell Notebook #1-Mary Rodgers
13. Mitchell Notebook #1-Mom’s Mitchell
15. Mitchell Notebook #2-Robert III
16. Mitchell Notebook #2-Thomas-John
17. Mitchell Notebook #2-Solomon
18. Mitchell Notebook #2-Nancy M. Duff
19. Mitchell Notebook #2-Jesse Bean & Elizabeth Mitchell
20. Mitchell Notebook #2-1850 Census (Texas)
22. Mitchell Notebook #2-Mitchell Clan/Families
23. Mitchell Notebook #2-Berry Mitchell
24. Mitchell Notebook #2-Willough by Broughton & Elizabeth Christman
25. Mitchell Notebook #2-Mitchells in Kansas & Virginia
26. Mitchell Notebook #2-North & South Carolina Marriages
Box 14 (cont’d)
27. Mitchell Notebook #2-Isaac Mitchell Sr.
28. Mitchell Notebook #2-Correspondence
29. Mitchell Notebook #2-Back Pocket
30. Unbound Info-Burton
31. Unbound Info-Sam Criswell
32. Mitchell Notebook #1-Rebecca Cloud
33. Unbound Info-Withers
34. Unbound Info-Mitchell’s of Granville& Wake Counties
35. Unbound Info-Lewis Mitchell-Power of Attorney
36. Unbound Info-Henry Ridgely
37. Mitchell
38. Towson Notebook #1
39. Towson Notebook #1-Towson
40. Towson Notebook #1-Thomas Towson I
41. Towson Notebook #1-William Towson
42. Towson Notebook #1-Darius Towson
43. Towson Notebook #1-Dorcas Towson
44. Towson Notebook #2-Abraham Towson
45. Towson Notebook #1-Thomas Towson II
46. Towson Notebook #1-Richard Towson
47. Towson Notebook #1-Miscellaneous Towson
48. Towson Notebook #1-Wills
49. Towson Notebook #1-Marriages
50. Towson Notebook #1-Census
51. Towson Notebook #1-Military
52. Towson Notebook #1-Towson Genealogy
53. Towson Notebook #1-Owens-Owings
54. Towson Notebook #1-New Jersey
55. Towson Notebook #1-Wilnot
56. Towson Notebook #1-Norman-Towson
57. Towson Notebook #1-Kinsey-Humphreys-Ball
58. Towson Notebook #1-Correspondence
59. Towson Notebook #1-Back Pocket
60. Mitchell Report
61. Lewis Mitchell Family
62. Mitchell
63. Unbound Info-Lewis Mitchell
64. Unbound Info-Ozro Mitchell & James Roseberry
65. Unbound Info-Mitchell Deeds & Maps
66. Unbound Info-Henry Mitchell
67. Unbound Info-Gosnell
Box 15

1. Unbound Info #2-Gist, Webb, Bird (Byrd)
2. Unbound Info #2-William Bean
3. Unbound Info #2-Book Info
4. Riggs Obituaries
5. Riggs
6. Unbound Info #2-John Riggs, Missouri
7. Unbound Info #2-Josiah Boring
8. Unbound Info #2-Diane Perrine Coon
9. Unbound Info #2-Pearcy-Anderson-Griffin
10. Townley Warner Notebook #1-Warner
11. Todd Smith Notebook #1-Todd (Last name)
12. Todd Smith Notebook #1-William Washington Smith
13. Unbound Info #2-Ninian Beall
14. Unbound Info #2-Adams Research
15. Sevier Notebook #1-Sarah Hundley Sevier
16. Sevier Notebook #1-Laura Evelyn Hale Gosnell
17. Sevier Notebook #1-Lemuel Ward Gosnell
18. Sevier Notebook #1-Kathryn T. Gosnell
19. Sevier Notebook #1-Gloria P. Martin
20. Sevier Notebook #1-Linda Elizabeth Boyd
21. Sevier Notebook #1-James Michael Lawhon
22. Sevier Notebook #1-Jeffery David Lawhon
23. Sevier Notebook #1-Children of General John Sevier
24. Townley Warner Notebook #1-Townley
25. Townley Warner Notebook #1-Col. John Lewis Children
26. Townley Warner Notebook #1-Back Pocket (Washington)
27. Townley Warner Notebook #1-Lewis
28. Unbound Info #2- Mary Catherine Nelson
29. Unbound Info #2-Gosnell, Hale, Mallory, William C. Mallory
30. Townley Warner Notebook #1-Washington
31. Unbound Info #2-Reitwiesner
32. Unbound Info-Pulliam
33. Unbound Info-Valulx & Purefoy
34. Unbound Info-Grantham
35. Boyd Notebook #2-Thomas Caldwell
36. Boyd Notebook #2-Isaac Price Howe
37. Boyd Notebook #2-Charles Raymond Burklin
38. Boyd Notebook #2-Caldwell-Gamble
39. Boyd Notebook #2-Caldwell-Gamble (Folder 2)
40. Griffin-Hayes
41. Wilson
42. Beall Notebook #1-Ninian Beall
43. Beall Notebook #2-Thomas & Alex
44. Beall Notebook #3-Magruder & Misc
45. Don Widener
**Box 15 (cont’d)**

46. Sarah D. & Eli Mullinix
47. Mullinix (Unbound)
48. Lofland
49. Acton
50. Andrews
51. Andrews-Report
52. Andrews-Sources/Notes
53. Andrews-Marriages
54. Andrews-Maps
55. Andrews-Miscellaneous
56. Unbound Info-Hundley-Haines-Woods-Scoon
57. Hundley
58. McKee
59. McKnight
60. Moore
61. Moore

**Box 16**

1. Robert Boyd
2. Jim Boyd of William I-Married Martha Whitherspoon
3. David F. Boyd
4. Boyd Notes 1
5. Boyd Notes 2
6. William M. Boyd
7. Isabella E. Boyd-Married John Boyd
8. Rosannah Boyd-Married James Henderson Boyd
10. John W. Boyd
11. Boyd-Haley
12. Joel Marion Boyd
13. Martha June Boyd
14. James Thomas Boyd
15. Margaret S. Boyd
16. Boyd Notes 3
17. James H. Boyd
18. W. N. “Red” Watt Correspondence
19. Hale, Hugh, Dr. & Sarah
20. Boyd-Hale
21. Untitled
22. George Boyd
23. Boyd Bible
24. George Hale
25. Bailey Peyton Boyd
26. Boyd
Box 16 (cont’d)
27. Joann Olsen (Naomi Parclee Boyd)
28. Boyd
29. Boyd Letters
30. Boyd Obituaries
31. William Boyd-Isabelle McKnight-Derinda _____ Lacey
32. Letters & Photos
33. Photos 2
34. Boyd Photos #4
35. Ruth Boyd-Photo
36. Robert Donnell Photo
37. Boyd
38. Boyd-Miscellaneous
39. Thomas S. Boyd
40. John & Martha Witherspoon Boyd-Bible
41. Job David Boyd
42. Untitled
43. Martha Jane Boyd Cales
44. Boyd
45. Robert Boyd Jr.
46. William Boyd
47. Boyd I
48. Boyd Notebook #1
49. Untitled
50. Boyd Notebook #1-North Carolina
51. Boyd Notebook #1-Military
52. Boyd Notebook #1-Census
53. Boyd Notebook #1-1790-North Carolina
54. Boyd Notebook #1-1830-1850-North Carolina
55. Boyd Notebook #1-1800-1810-North Carolina
56. Boyd Notebook #1-1820-1830-1840-Tennessee
57. Boyd Notebook #1-1850-Tennessee
58. Boyd Notebook #1-1860-Tennessee
59. Boyd Notebook #1-Kentucky Census
60. Boyd Notebook #1-Census-Miscellaneous
61. Boyd Notebook #1-1840-Missouri
62. Boyd Notebook #1-1850-Missouri
63. Boyd Notebook #1-1860-Missouri
64. Boyd Notebook #1-1870-Missouri
65. Boyd Notebook #1-1880-Missouri
66. Boyd Notebook #1-1900-Missouri
67. Boyd Notebook #1-Texas
68. Boyd Notebook #1-Marriage
69. Boyd Notebook #1-Will, Probate, Church, Cemetery
70. Boyd Notebook #1-Newspaper
Box 16 (cont’d)
71. Boyd Notebook #2, John, Moses, Joseph
72. Boyd Notebook #2, John, Moses, Joseph
73. Boyd Notebook #2, John, Moses, Joseph-Abner
74. Boyd Notebook #2, John, Moses, Joseph-Adlai
75. Boyd Notebook #2, John, Moses, Joseph-James Hall
76. Boyd Notebook #2, John, Moses, Joseph-Alfred
78. Unbound Info-Robert Boyd Photos
79. Unbound Info-James Carl Boyd Photos
80. Unbound Info-Linda Elizabeth Boyd Photos
81. Unbound Info-Boyd Photos

Box 17
1. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Front Pocket
2. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Henry I
3. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Robert of Caen & William Fitz Robert
4. DISDKGB Notebook #1-William Fitz Robert & Amicia Fitz Robert
5. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Amicia Fitz Robert
6. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Gilbert de Clare
7. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Richard de Clare
8. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Thomas de Clare
9. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Margaret de Clare
10. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Elizabeth de Badlesmere & Edmund de Mortimer
11. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Robert de Mortimer & Phillipe de Montague
12. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Edmund de Mortimer & Phillipe Plantagenet
13. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Elizabeth de Mortimer & Henry Percy
14. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Henry de Percy & Eleanor Neville
15. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Henry de Percy & Eleanor Paynings
16. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Visitation of Yorkshire-Margaret Percy & William Gascoigne
17. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Elizabeth Gascogine-George Tailboys
18. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Anne Tailboys & Edward Dymoke
19. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Frances Dymoke & Thomas Windebarker
20. DISDKGB Notebook #1-George Reade & Elizabeth Martiau
21. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Mildred Reade & Ausgine Warner
22. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Sarah Smith & George Heale
23. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Philip Hale & Catherine Douglas
24. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Hugh Douglas Hale & Sarah Hundley Sevier
25. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Laura Evelyn Hale & Thomas Towson Gosnell
26. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Lamuel Ward Gosnell & Mary Elizabeth Hill
27. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Katherine Tisserand Gosnell & Sterling Price Martin
28. DISDKGB Notebook #1-Gloria Martin & William Quintus Boyd
**Box 17 (cont’d)**

29. Unbound Info-Donnell Genealogy
30. Unbound Info-Notes & Email Printouts
31. Margaret Miller
32. Unbound Info-Revolutionary War
33. Unbound Info-Virginia State items
34. Unbound Info-Huckaby
35. Unbound Info-Overton/Anderson Counties, Tennessee
36. Unbound Info-Kentucky
37. Unbound Info-Surry County, North Carolina
38. Unbound Info-Louisa County Clan
39. Unbound Info-Prince Edward County, Virginia
40. Unbound Info-Yorktown-Buckner St. Excavation
41. Peerage Research #1
42. Peerage Research #2
43. Peerage Research #3
44. Peerage Research #4
45. Warren Cook & Fischer Correspondence
46. Warren Cook & Roseberry
47. Celesta Griswell Correspondence
48. Kathryn Logstreet Correspondence
49. Marion Gump Correspondence
50. Watt
51. Hodge
52. Schottler Correspondence
53. J. B. Witherspoon
54. Mildred Swanson
55. E. M. Roseberry
56. Mabel Sayre
57. Laverne Price

**Box 18**

1. Amos Walker
2. Walker Notebook-Betty Walker-Photos
3. Walker Notebook-Descendants of Amos Walker
4. Walker Notebook-Betty Walker
5. Walker #3-Descendants of Amos Walker I
6. Walker #4-Descendants of Amos Walker II
7. Lawhon (Floyd Envelope)
8. Murphy Notebook #1-Current Family
9. Murphy Notebook #2-Current Family
10. Murphy Notebook #3-Current Family
11. Gosnell
12. Gosnell
13. Gosnell-Owens
Box 18 (cont’d)
14. Boyd
15. Hale